
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



From the President… 
 

Hi WARHA Members 
 
I hope we have had a nice winter and got plenty of rain and I sure hope the rain hasn’t interrupted working 
your Reiners too much. First off, I would like to wish Chris, Liz and Rob good luck at the nationals and safe 
travels. It is a bloody long way to go to show a horse. 
 
On another note, there is a vote Sunday to ratify the new constitution. I hope all full members of RA have 
registered to vote. By the time the newsletter comes out, the vote will be done and dusted and we all then 
have to work out where the future of WARHA lies. 
 
We have 2 full shows left for the year plus a jackpot show left to get through in the next few months so start 
getting the ponies rode and come and show. 

 
I have a very important reminder of general etiquette for those 
that attend the club days and I will list these below; 
 

 Be aware of other horses in the arena. 

 Circle in the same direction as the other riders. Don’t stop in the 
middle as there may well be another up your tail. Don’t stop and 
sit in the middle as there will be other horse loping circles. 

 Move to the middle of a circle to practice your turn arounds. 

 If other riders are doing run downs from end to end, try and stay 
out of the line they are on. It is very hard to steer a horse quickly 
when travelling fast. 

 When doing rundowns, keep a look out for riders circling. 

 For safety reasons, do not walk around in the arena taking 
photos or standing talking and just assume the people on horses 
will be aware of you. 
 
Glenn Winsor  
WARHA President 
 
 
 

W.A.R.H.A. Committee 
 

Vice President – Kevin Harrison Secretary – Bec Lockyer 

Treasurer – Julia Humphries  General Committee – Christine Lane, Kate Admiraal & Justin Sprigg 

 

Contacts 
 

Email – WARHAcommittee@outlook.com 

Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/groups/reiningwa/ 

WARHA Website - https://www.warha.com.au 
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Club Day and Information Session 
 

   
 

On the 17th August, a club day was held at Karinya 

with a great turn out. We had advertised that there 

was to be an information session after the club day 

regarding the proposed Reining Australia’s 

constitution and what that might mean for us here 

in Western Australia.  

 

The arena was a full house with riders practicing all 

sorts of manoeuvres and training methods. It is 

always great to see people giving each other a 

helping hand and being so encouraging towards 

each other. 

 

After our ride, we sat down and enjoyed hot drinks and delicious food. Lyn brought an amazing food platter 

which I was so disappointed I couldn’t enjoy due to a boring detox I was on. Glenn and Kerry once again 

brought a yummy carrot cake and thanks to everyone else who made a contribution. 

 

Glenn Winsor led the Information Session taking us through the recent events of Reining Australia and the 

Affiliates to where we are at presently. A new constitution has been proposed and will be voted on at a 

Special General Meeting held on the 8th September. All RA full and life members are able to vote and should 

register through RA so as to gain access to your personal log in and to the upcoming meeting so that you can 

cast a vote. Please read the most recent amended constitution thoroughly and if you would like to discuss 

anything with the committee, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

 

Next event is a Training Jackpot Show being held on the 14th September. Flyer to follow. 

 

 

Happy Birthday 
 

Bec Lockyer – 9th September, Katrina Geyer – 23rd 

September and Gill Humphries – 25th September 



Run For A Million – Las Vegas 
 

At the same time as we held our Club Day, Las Vegas was holding a three day reining event on a different 

scale. The first of its kind ‘The Run for a Million’ Show including the main event with a prize pool of 

$1,000,000 US dollars! An invitational class of 12 contestants battled it out in a nail biting class held at 9am 

WA time. Many of us had purchased the live streaming which was available for anyone living outside the US 

or Canada. For once, it was great to be in Australia watching this amazing competition live. Each of us had 

our ‘team’ that we were on. A tie was had between Cade McCutcheon and Craig Schmersal, with Andrea 

Fappani coming 3rd and Shawn Flarida 4th. 

     
 

The lead up to this world class show was made in to a TV series called ‘The Last Cowboy’. A handful of the 

contestants in the Run for a Million were followed with cameras in order to give outsiders an inside view to 

the world of the top reiners of the US. Nothing like this has ever been done before and it has been fantastic 

for the sport of reining worldwide. Apparently the employees at the venue where the RFM was being held 

said they had never seen the queue so long at any previous events.  It certainly has introduced reining to the 

public and I’m sure the sport will increase in popularity because of the fine work of organiser and producer, 

Taylor Sheridan. Andrea Fappani has recently released a podcast channel where he interviews different 

professionals in the sport of reining and one segment was with Taylor Sheridan. I recommend you listen to 

this podcast to find out all the behind the scenes information to the making of this phenomenal idea Taylor 

had. Thanks Taylor. 

 

 





This month’s professional corner Shaun Saunders has kindly sent 
in some tips on body control and positions. 
 
Shaun has won or placed in every major reining event in Australia, 
he became the youngest rider in Australia to reach career earnings 
of $200,000. Also competing in the world Equestrian Games in 
France in 2014. 
Shaun offers training and coaching to non-professionals and their 
horses from Saunders Performance Horses in Wamuran 
Queensland. 
 

Body Control 
 Communication is the number 1 foundation of horsemanship, however, because we are limited with 
our verbal communication, we must communicate via: 
 
Feel & Timing 
 The ability to feel a horse’s movement, body language and frame and being able to communicate to 
them in a way that enables them to perform the required task to their best of their ability.  Timing is the 
ability to reward the horse with a release of pressure that makes him want to do the very thing which we 
asked.  We feel the horse’s communication to us and we communicate back to them with timing which they 
can then understand. 
In our mind we make difficult what is wrong and reward what is right and the horse then understands from 
the release of pressure when he finds the response we want. 
 
Hand Position 
 Irrespective of the discipline we aim to minimalize the pressure we apply with our hands.  Our hands 
travel through to the reins and our hand position thus allows us to control the entire horse’s body.  So it is 
most important to have total awareness of our hand position. 
In reining, or any discipline where the horse is required to stop or turn quickly or efficiently it is ideal for the 
horse to break at the chin, poll and withers.  This allows their back to arch which then enables their hocks to 
engage and their hind quarters drive deep under their bodies. 
Some varying hand positions which I use are: 
 Vertical i.e. keeping your hands low and bridging your hands wide to lateral. 
 
Leg Position 
 Timing and rhythm is more important than position when using feet and legs as again it allows you 
to be sync with your horse’s movements.  However, I also strategically place my feet and legs as cues to 
communicate with the horse. 
 I have three distinct leg positions and they become more refined as the horse becomes more 
educated, therefore I don’t have the need to keep exaggerating to teach.  These are: 
 A controls the shoulders 
 B controls the rib cage (as a bend leg) or the whole body (as a yield leg) 
 C controls the hind quarters.   
 
Seat Position 
 I also use my seat position to communicate to the horse and vary my position depending on the 
manoeuvre and sometimes even the horse.  I also use it to feel the communication from the horse. 



5 Different Body Control Elements                
 
 Head & neck  Shoulders Rib Cage 
 Hind Quarter  Feet 
Once you have your horse trained then the rest of the manoeuvres are able to 
be taught easier.  
 
Kind Regards 
Shaun Saunders 
 
 

 

MEMBER’S SPOT LIGHT 

 
This month, we learn about member Pam Sharpe and her horse Jerry-Lee. 
 
Horse Info - My horse is a purebred quarter horse called Roc N Jerry-Lee, Q 72945, Jerry or Jerry-Lee for 
short. He is a 9 year old gelding by My Special Roc out of a beautiful palomino mare called Miss Peggy Lee 
by Hollywood’s Mr Big by Ann’s Hollywood (imp). His sire, My Special Roc is by Special Oak (Doc’s Freckles 
Oak) out of Clover Fancy Roc (Roc’O’Lena).  
I’m not sure what discipline the bloodlines were bred for but to me the temperament is the most important 
thing to consider.  
 
Why you bought Jerry-Lee - When my youngest daughter got her license and I felt like my life was all of a 
sudden my own & I decided to learn to ride which is something I had wanted from a very young age. One of 
my daughters friends does riding lessons for children so I started  lessons  with her on a pony and then my 
daughter offered her quarter horse Rockstar (who is by the same stallion as Jerry-Lee) to have lessons on. 
After a few weeks my daughter Tiffany suggested I get my own horse and she started scrolling through the 
internet. She found an ad for Jerry-Lee who was advertised quite cheaply because of his confirmation faults. 
My daughter knew the couple who owned My Special Roc, Ben Planke and Tenealle Kearney so she rang and 
had a chat with Tenealle. We arranged to look at Jerry and a half-sister to him. I ended up going back 3 times 
because I didn’t actually want to buy him, Tiffany was quite adamant that he would be perfect because he 
was related to her horse. So I guess the rest is history, instead of learning to ride I had to learn to break in a 
horse.  
I took Jerry to Double Dan Horsemanship clinics while he was young to get the ground control sorted, then I 
started riding him when he was two and enrolled in the local adult riders club. That was short lived as I was 
promptly told he had to be 3 to be eligible for adult riders, I borrowed my daughters horse for a couple of 
months and then told them Jerry was 3, ( not entirely true).  
 
It has been a journey, from the first ride to 2 years of trying to learn English riding on Jerry-Lee.  
 
Classes for you this year - This year I have enrolled in Green Rider but haven’t had a very good start to the 
year and actually now I am out of action for about 6 weeks due to an injury.  
Hopefully over the next 12 to 18 months we will manage to progress through green rider level 1 at least.  
 
How you got into reining - I was at Brookleigh one day when I wandered past the indoor arena and saw a 
reigning clinic in action, it suddenly hit me that reining would be much more suitable for my little quarter 
horse than dressage and would allow me to end up with a soft subtle riding horse.  
 



I’ve thoroughly enjoyed all the clinics I have attended and the club days as well, the social aspect of our club 
is fantastic, everyone willing to help each other and cheer for each other. 
 
Best lesson learnt - My best lesson learnt throughout this journey is that you are never too old to learn 
something new, and my best tip would be to not give up, keep asking for help and learn as much as you can.  
 
Photos - I’ve attached a couple of photos of my Jerry-Lee with his mother when he was a foal, I think he was 
super cute then and although he isn’t one of the outstanding  reiners in looks or performance he certainly 
gets a good score from me for trying hard and being forgiving of my mistakes. 
 
Something about Pam, by Tiffany:  To me, Pam is an inspiration and someone to look up to and strive to be 
like. She adores her horses and works so hard to improve her knowledge and skills for their benefit. Pam 
loves attending clinics and picking anyone’s brain for ways to improve her training. Her horses come first 
and they return that love by trying their hardest for her. The look Jerry-Lee gets when he sees Pam is 
extremely special. Everyone comments on the bond they have. She deserves all the success she gets on their 
journey in the reining world.  
 

          
 
 
 
 
 
 

 2019 Proposed Calendar of Events 
 

 

14 September 19 Jackpot Training Show, Karinya Equestrian Centre, Orange Grove 

7 - 15 September 19 RA National Show, AELEC, Tamworth 

23 – 28 September 19 Australian Championships – K Ranch, NSW 

5 October 19 Club Day, Karinya Equestrian Centre, Orange Grove 

26 October 19 WARHA Show, Ronlieeh Equestrian Centre, Gidgegannup (to be confirmed) 

26 – 28 October 19 WARHA Clinic, Graham Cooper, Ronlieeh Equestrian Centre & Foxwood Farm 

16 November 19 Club Day, Karinya Equestrian Centre, Orange Grove 

23 – 24 November 19 Collie Western Riding Two Day Show, Coombes Street, Collie 

 



 


